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**Speakers**

**Prof Primrose Kurasha**
Prof Primrose Kurasha, the first woman Vice Chancellor in Zimbabwe, heads Zimbabwe Open University (ZOU) since 2003. She is the chairperson of the Southern African Regional Universities Association (SARUA) and Distance Education Association of Southern Africa (DEASA), an Executive Board member on the Council for Distance Education (ACDE) and sits on the SADC-ODL Project Steering Committee. She holds a PhD, MBA and BBS Hons Degrees. She has several Publications and is consultant for financial management, manufacturing, educational and other organisations. She has been chairperson of the UNESCO-funded UNITWIN Project, ZBC Boards Finance and Audit Committee, founding and board member of the Scientific Industrial Research and Development Centre (SIRDC), Board member of Baobab Reinsurance P/L, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe. Under her leadership ZOU has won the International Star for Leadership in Quality Award (ISLQ) and the Open University of Tanzania Excellence Award.

**Dr Sijbolt Noorda**
Dr Sijbolt Noorda is Former President: Association of Universities in the Netherlands, former president emeritus of the University of Amsterdam, past president of the Association of Dutch Research Universities and a former board member of the European University Association. He has served or serves on various executive and non-executive boards in the domains of Higher Education & Research, Public Radio & Television, Performing Arts & Moving Image, Health Service, High Performance Computing, Not-for-profit Publishing and Social Services. At present he chairs the Academic Cooperation Association (Brussels), is an expert in the IEP (Institutional Evaluation Program) of EUA and is an advisor to various Austrian, Dutch, German, Rumanian and Turkish universities. His academic field is cultural history of religions in Europe. He holds degrees from Free University Amsterdam, Utrecht University and Union Seminary/Columbia University, NYC.

**Prof Zeblon Vilakazi**
Prof Zeblon Zennele Vilakazi is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Research and Postgraduate Affairs at Wits University. He was previously Group Executive for Research and Development at the Nuclear Energy Corporation of South Africa (NECSA), while also serving as the director of iThemba LABS – a position he had held since January 2007. He holds an Honorary Professorship in the Department of Physics at the University of Cape Town (UCT) and obtained his PhD from Wits in 1998. This was followed by a National Research Foundation post-doctoral fellowship at the European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland. Vilakazi served as a chairman of the International Atomic Energy Agency’s Standing Advisory Committee on Nuclear Applications from 2009 to 2011. He is a member of the Programme Advisory Committee for Nuclear Physics at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Russia and a member of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics Working Group for Nuclear Physics.

**Prof Bianca Amaro de Melo**
Prof Bianca Amaro is the Coordinator of the Laboratory of Treatment and Dissemination of Information Methods of the Brazilian Institute for Information in Science and Technology (IBICT). She holds a PhD in Applied Linguistics from the University Pompeu Fabra (1998), training in Law and Letters, specialising in the topics of Scientific Communication, Copyright and Open Access to scientific communication. She is the coordinator of Open Access projects for IBICT and Digital Library Coordinator for Brazilian Theses and Dissertations – BDTD. She is also the project coordinator for Institutional Open Access Repositories, Open Access Policies Directory of Brazilian Scientific Journals – Diadorim, the Scientific Publications Open Access Portal – oasisbr, and Brazilian Digital Library – BDB. She is a member Director of the Federated Network Committee of Institutional Repositories of Scientific Publications - LA Reference and co-organizer of the Luso-Brazilian Conference on Open Access – Confoa, together with Portugal.

**Dr Lidia Borrell-Damián**
Lidia Borrell-Damián is Director for Research and Innovation with responsibilities for EUA’s work on supporting and enhancing the role of universities as key research and innovation actors at European level. Her responsibilities include the coordination of policy and project development activities. Since joining EUA in 2006 she has worked on different projects and policy areas – university-business research collaboration, knowledge transfer and the role of universities in regional innovation. She has also worked in the energy policy field and was involved in the development of the European Platform of Universities in Energy (EPUCE). She holds a Doctorate in Chemistry (Chemical Engineering Specialty) from the University of Barcelona. Before she joined EUA she was Director of Research at Universitat Pompeu Fabra (2003-2005). From 2001-2003, she worked in the private sector and prior to that she had been a researcher in the university sector including positions at the University of Barcelona, North Carolina State University (USA) and as Post-Doctoral Researcher at The University of Western Ontario (Canada).
Eve Gray is a publisher, publishing strategy consultant and researcher specialising in the application of digital media and new strategic and business models to scholarly communications and knowledge transfer in the developing world and particularly in Africa. Eve has extensive experience in scholarly and academic textbook publishing in Europe and South Africa. A former Director of Wits University Press and UCT Press as well as Academic Publishing Director at Juta Publishers, she has worked as a consultant since 2000 and in 2006/2007 was awarded an International Policy Fellowship by the Open Society Institute, Budapest. She has worked in a number of projects relating to Open Access publishing of African research, including as Project Lead for the Scholarly Communication in Africa Programme. She is a member of the Experts’ Panel for the Journal Flipping Project being run by the Harvard University Office for Scholarly Communication, a member of the Editorial Advisory Board of IDS Bulletin and a member of the Advisory Board of Knowledge Unlatched.

Garry Rosenberg

Garry Rosenberg is the former founding Director of HSRC Press, which has come to be regarded as a leading contributor to scholarly publishing in Africa in terms of output and impact. He has contributed to international debate on scholarly publishing in forums such as the World Social Science Forum, local and international conferences, regional workshops and has run local capacity-building initiatives. Recent contributions to the literature on scholarly publishing include collaborative authoring Scholarly Books: Their production, use and evaluation in South Africa today (2009), a report commissioned and published by the Academy of Science of South Africa, and a chapter titled ‘The dynamics of Social Science scholarly publishing in Africa’ in World Social Science Report 2009, commissioned and published by UNESCO. He has worked in the publishing profession for over 15 years. Prior to establishing the HSRC Press in 2002, he was General Manager: Publishing for Heinemann southern Africa. He holds an MBA from UCT in addition to postgraduate qualifications in literature and education.

Dr Williams Ezinwa Nwagwu

Dr Williams Ezinwa Nwagwu is Head of CODICE at the Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA) in Dakar, Senegal. He is an accomplished statistician and information scientist, and a prolific author, researcher and conference speaker. Prior to joining CODESRIA, he was a Visiting Professor in the Department of Information Science of the University of South Africa. He is originally affiliated to the Africa Regional Centre for Information Science of the University of Ibadan in Nigeria. CODESRIA seeks to achieve the objective of the collection and dissemination of research in Africa through CODICE, which strives to (a) provide access to as wide a range of information sources as possible, (b) maintain a rich documentary collection of social science information and research findings and (c) feed the scientific community and policy makers with information products and services, providing visibility and access to African social research activities.

Dr Pascal Hoba

Dr Pascal Hoba is Chief Executive Officer of UbuntuNet Alliance, the regional research and education-networking organisation for Eastern and Southern Africa. He was previously Director of Knowledge Management, Information and Communications at the Association of African Universities (AAU) and Coordinator of the Database of African Theses and Dissertations (DATAD) programme. He initiated the Open Access process with the DATAD programme as a regional repository centre and set up the African Higher Education Resource Centre at the AAU. Dr Hoba has served on a number of Africa-wide initiatives and boards such as the ICT Advisory Committee of the Pan African/Indian e-Network Project at the African Union Commission in Addis Ababa; and the Executive Committee of the Pan-African Leadership Institute for Library Management based in Alexandria in Egypt. He has authored several scientific papers on strategic information and edited a number of books. He holds a Master’s Degree and PhD in Scientific and Technical Information from the University of Marseilles in France.

Prof Caroline Ncube

Prof Caroline Ncube is an NRF rated researcher. She holds a PhD from the University of Cape Town, an LLB degree from the University of Zimbabwe and an LLM from the University of Cambridge. She joined the Department of Commercial Law at UCT in January 2005. Before that she lectured at the University of Limpopo (formerly University of the North) and the University of Zimbabwe. Prior to embarking on an academic career, she briefly practised as an attorney. She plays an active role in various professional associations and participates in socially responsive research projects. She often gives lectures and seminars on Intellectual Property to various constituencies, including WIPO Summer School students and librarians. Prof Ncube is also actively involved in research projects that focus on open development, access to knowledge and the promotion of a balanced approach to IP. She is also the founding co-editor of the South African Intellectual Property Law Journal.

Prof Crain Soudien

Prof Crain A. Soudien is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Human Sciences Research Council in South Africa. He is a former Deputy Vice-Chancellor at the University of Cape Town and former Director of the School of Education, where he was a joint professor in Education and African Studies. He has published in the areas of social difference, culture, education policy, comparative education, educational change, public history and popular culture. He holds a PhD from the State University of New York at Buffalo. Prof Soudien is the Chairperson of the Independent Examinations Board, the former Chairperson of the District Six Museum Foundation, a former President of the World Council of Comparative Education Societies and had been the chair of the Ministerial Committee on Transformation in Higher Education. He is a fellow of a number of local and international academies and serves on the boards of a number of cultural, heritage, education and civil society structures.

Piyushi Kotecha

Piyushi Kotecha is the Chief Executive Officer of the Southern African Regional Universities Association (SARUA). She has spearheaded SARUA efforts to develop a higher education agenda of relevance, growth, development and integration in higher education in the SADC region. SARUA is part of a continental drive to revitalise the role and impact of universities with key partners such as the African Union (AU), NEPAD and SADC. Previously, she was the driving force in the transformation of the South African Universities Vice-Chancellors Association (SAUWCA), and in the inception of Higher Education South Africa (HESA), which for the first time in South Africa incorporated universities and technikons into a single higher education umbrella body.
## Discussion Summaries

### Judy Favish

Judy Favish is the Director, Institutional Planning at the University of Cape Town. She obtained her BA in Psychology and Legal Theory & Institutions and her Honours in Applied linguistics from Wits, an MA in Adult Continuing Education from Warwick University (UK) and a Post Graduate Diploma in Policy, Leadership and Management in Higher Education from UWC. Judy has extensive experience in education policy work, and strategic and institutional planning. Her places of employment include directing Institutional planning and Transformation at Cape Technikon, Policy and Planning, Reconstruction Development Policy and Planning and Strategic Planning for the Gauteng Department of Education; Policy analyst for CE PD and participation in several education and training policy processes and projects for COSATU. As the Director of Institutional Planning, Judy is responsible for the coordination of institutional planning and monitoring, the provision of institutional information and research, academic planning, and quality assurance – including processes related to the institutional audit, institutional research and social responsiveness.

### Nan Warner

Nan Warner is the Project Manager at the IP Unit, University of Cape Town of the Open A.I.R. (Open African Innovation Research and Training) project and the African Scholars for Knowledge Justice (ASK Justice) project. Previously she was Manager, African Academic Links section of the International Academic Programmes Office at the University of Cape Town, and Director of the USHEPIA (University Science, Law, Humanities, and Engineering Partnerships in Africa) Programme. She designed and ran the AU/RPN (Association of African Universities / USHEPIA Research Publication Network) from 2000 – 2002; the UPAAE (UNESCO Pilot African Academic Exchange Programme) from 1999 – 2001; the EAAV (Eric Abraham Academic Visitorship Programme) from 2007 – 2011; and the UCT/AAU (UCT/AAU Academic Staff Exchange Programme) from 2010 – 2011. She was part of the EUA-CED Global Strategic Forum on Doctoral Education in 2011, and presented on ‘Mobility, Brain Drain, and Brain Circulation.’ Nan has an M.Ed. from the University of the Western Cape in Higher Education Studies and a Certificate in Management from the South African Qualifications Authority.

[www.sarua.org](http://www.sarua.org)  @SARUAonline